BOTTLE SHOP

Bottle Shop Prices
Fine Wines
Cape Barron “Old Vine’ Shiraz
$42.95
McLaren Vale, SA - 2009
James Halliday – 2009 – Rating 94
“Denser, more purple hue than the Native Goose; here the regions stamps its authority
on the wine from the word go; blackberry, dark chocolate and powerful tannins are
undoubtedly in balance, and the wine will begin to shine post its 10th birthday”
Cape Mentelle Wallcliffe Shiraz
$74.95
Margeret River, WA – 2004
James Halliday – 2006 – Rating 94
“Very deep almost opaque black crimson colour with deep crimson hue. Superb nose with
violet top notes followed by blackberry and vanilla delivering a superb perfumed sniff. The
palate whilst being very tight, displays good structure and a classic Margaret River Shiraz
flavour profile, white pepper, blackberry and vanilla over a layer of cedar and spice. Fine
grained, dry but balanced tannins. Very long aftertaste”
Dalwhinnie Moonambel Shiraz
$71.95
Pyrenees Region, Victoria – 2010
James Halliday – Rating 96
Typical deep crimson-purple; intense dark fruit aromas join with quality French oak on
the bouquet, the svelte palate adding perfectly balanced and integrated tannins; top
class finish and aftertaste; purity and power.
D’Arenberg “Coppermine Road” Cabernet Sauvignon
$79.95
McLaren Vale, SA - 2002
“The Coppermine Road by d'Arenberg is named in honour of the road that runs parallel
to the winery's very best Cabernet vineyard. This vineyard provides the fruit for the
exceptional 2002 Cabernet that was borne out of a warm vintage. Deep, dark fruit
flavours are still showing at their best, while judicious use of oak has kept this wine
looking fresh and vibrant. ”.
D’Arenberg “The Dead Arm” Shiraz
McLaren Vale, SA - 2010

$79.95

“The Coppermine Road by d'Arenberg is named in honour of the road that runs parallel
to the winery's very best Cabernet vineyard. This vineyard provides the fruit for the
exceptional 2002 Cabernet that was borne out of a warm vintage. Deep, dark fruit
flavours are still showing at their best, while judicious use of oak has kept this wine
looking fresh and vibrant. ”.
D’Arenberg “The Ironstone Pressings” Grenache Shiraz Mourvedre
$79.95
McLaren Vale, SA - 2006
“The Coppermine Road by d'Arenberg is named in honour of the road that runs parallel
to the winery's very best Cabernet vineyard. This vineyard provides the fruit for the
exceptional 2002 Cabernet that was borne out of a warm vintage. Deep, dark fruit
flavours are still showing at their best, while judicious use of oak has kept this wine
looking fresh and vibrant. ”.
Henschke Keyneton Euphonium 40th Anniversary
$69.95
Barossa, SA - 2012
“Deep crimson in colour. An intense nose of ripe mulberry, plum, blue and blackberry
fruits and anise gives way to underlying floral violet notes and hints of cassis, sage and
pepper spice. The beautifully balanced palate shows layers of sweet, concentrated fruit
and texture, with fine-grained tannis for a long and elegant finish”.
Henschke Mount Edelstone 40th Anniversary
$145.95
Eden Valley, SA - 2012
“Deep crimson with garnet hues. This stunning 60th vintage has incredibly fragrant
aromas of ripe plum, blue and blackberry fruits, spice, sage and fresh bay leaf with notes
of tar and cedar. These aromas follow through to the palate with rich, complex,
concentrated dark fruits, spice and herbaceous nuances, tightly wound balanced acidity,
textured layers and fine, long velvety tannis”.
Linderman’s “Limestone Ridge” Shiraz Cabernet Sauvignon
$59.95
Coonawarra, SA - 2010
Tyson Stelzer – Rating 92
“The most subtle and obvious of the Linderman’s 2010 trio, this is a primary and
expressive style of violet fragrance and a core of slick, ripe berry compote fruit in a sea of
milk chocolate oak”.
Paulette Andreas Shiraz
$65.95
Clare Valley, SA - 2003
James Halliday – Rating 94
“Medium red-purple; very generously proportioned, ripe plum, blackberry and licorice
mix; ripe tannins, good oak.”.
Penfolds Bin 389 Cabernet Shiraz
$75.95
South Australia - 2003
Huon Hooke – Rating 2 of 21 Cabernet Sauvignon tasted from SA
“Deep red colour with purple and black tinges. The bouquet is rich and ripe, with no
specific variety dominating, the full-bodied black fruit flavours and dense texture, lovely

smooth tannins, it’s a classic 389 and shows no lesser-year traits. Remarkable wine. Fullbodied, dense and rich. Excellent.
Penfolds 407 Cabernet Sauvignon
$119.95
South Australia - 2008
James Halliday – Rating 94
“It's a medium-weight wine of structure and class. It tastes of blackberries/blueberries,
polished cedary/smoky oak, dust and violets. It all feels seamless and integrated.
There's better quality oak here or oak that is more to my preference, anyway. Tannin
is stringy and chalky but the juiciness of the fruit makes it all seem tidy and fresh. If I
tasted this in a wine show I'd plonk a gold medal on its head so to speak in a
heartbeat.”
Penfolds 407 Cabernet Sauvignon
$84.95
South Australia – 2011
Huon Hooke – Rating 18 of 53 2011 Cabernet Sauvignon tasted from SA
“Deep red colour with purple tints. Strong cabernet leafy and blackcurrant aromas, fresh
and bright. The palate shows some overt acidity as well as quite assertive tannins. A
slightly straightforward wine with bold flavour and substantial grip.
Penfolds Grange
$609.00
Barossa Valley, SA - 2007
Tyson Stelzer – Rating 96
“2007 is a thoroughly worthy Grange and an outstanding expression of a hot drought
year, albeit the elast vintage of Grange since 2003. The season is generally characterised
by the drying tannin finish of drought stressed vines, but it a credit to Penfolds’ fruit
sources and winemaking polish that this deficiency is but a subtle suggestion here. A
dense, viscous core of vibrant black fruit swirls with layers of signature Grange exoticity:
black olives, soy, balsamic, crushed ants, cedar, liquorice and dark chocolate, lingering
silky, seamless and mesmerizingly persistent. This will not be a long-lived wine by Grange
standards, but it calls for at least a decade to bring down an impenetrable wall of
Penfolds tannins”.
Penfolds “RWT” Shiraz
$209.95
Barossa Valley, SA - 2001
James Halliday – Rating 94
“Powerful blackberry fruit aromas; similarly powerful and concentrated dark fruit palate;
oak and tannin extract in balance.”.
Penfolds “RWT” Shiraz
$189.95
Barossa Valley, SA - 2003
Robert Parker Jr – Rating 96
“The powerful, complex, dark purple-hued 2003 Shiraz RWT, which comes from the
Barossa and spends 15 months in 70% new and 30% used 300 liter French oak barrels,
boasts blackberry, kirsch liqueur, mulberry, soy, and road tar aromas. Full-bodied, dense,
and rich with beautifully integrated oak, it is more evolved and forward than the Magill
or the Grange. It can be drunk now or cellared for 10-15+ years.”.

Penfolds “RWT” Shiraz
$189.95
Barossa Valley, SA - 2004
Robert Parker Jr – Rating 96
“The powerful, complex, dark purple-hued 2003 Shiraz RWT, which comes from the Barossa and
spends 15 months in 70% new and 30% used 300 liter French oak barrels, boasts blackberry,
kirsch liqueur, mulberry, soy, and road tar aromas. Full-bodied, dense, and rich with beautifully
integrated oak, it is more evolved and forward than the Magill or the Grange. It can be drunk
now or cellared for 10-15+ years.”.
Penfolds “RWT” Shiraz
$189.95
Barossa Valley, SA - 2009
Tyson Stelzer – Rating 94
“A mild vintage has given birth to the best ever RWT since 2006, a brilliantly inky black
shiraz of dense fruit presence and an undercurrent of classic Barossa milk chocolate and
liquorice, Nuances of game, charcuterie and dried earth hover around a ripe, black core,
lingering long and lush amid firm, fine tannins”.
Penfolds “RWT” Shiraz
$169.95
Barossa Valley, SA - 2010
Lisa Perotti-Brown MW – Rating 93+
“Deep garnet-purple in color, the 2010 RWT Shiraz is a little closed showing intense and
youthful primary aromas of cassis, kirsch, cedar, prunes and a touch of mulberries. Rich,
muscular, packed with flavor, it is full-bodied, concentrated and finishes long with oak
still poking out. Very youthful still, it will drink from 2014 to 2026+.”
Penfolds “St Henri” Shiraz
$89.95
Barossa Valley, SA - 2008
Huon Hooke – Rating 93
“Deep red-purple. Earthy, meaty, savoury, developed and tertiary aromas, faintly
herbal; a hint of pepper. Soft, mellow and complex in mouth, savoury, with grainy,
sapid tannins. Gentle and mild, not very long but good balance and drinkability.
Traces of licorice, anise and chocolate too..”
St Hallett Taste of The Earth Gift Box
$214.95
Goulburn Valley, Vic - 2008
James Halliday – Rating 97
“St Hallett have an un-paralleled understanding of Barossa shiraz and the Taste of the Earth
pack provides a glimpseof this expertise. This four pack of 375ml bottles contains three single
vineyard Shiraz (Scholz Estate, Obst, Dawkins) from the outstanding 2012 vintage along with a
half bottle of the famous Blackwell Shiraz.".
Tahbilk 1860 Shiraz
$204.95
Goulburn Valley, Vic - 2008
James Halliday – Rating 97
“Every surviving vine in this block was planted in 1860, with a rising number of gaps,
dramatically increased by a freak frost in 2007. The tragedy is heightened by the beauty
of this wine, with its bright crimson hue, and elegant array of red and black cherry fruit,
spice, fine tannins and fruitcake on the finish. The price should be at least $500 a bottle.".

Wynns “John Riddoch” Cabernet Sauvignon
$54.95
Coonawarra, SA - 2003
James Halliday – Rating 94
“An intense wine; a hint of reduction which does not impinge on the overall quality; still
very youthful, with years of development, having already improved out of sight since Mar
'06.”.
Wynns “Johnson’s Block” Shiraz Cabernet
$54.95
Coonawarra, SA - 2004
James Halliday – Rating 94
“An intense wine; a hint of reduction which does not impinge on the overall quality; still
very youthful, with years of development, having already improved out of sight since Mar
'06.”.
Xanadu Cabernet Sauvignon
$79.95
Margaret River, WA- 2010
James Halliday – Rating 95
“Fermented in small batches, some given extended maceration post-fermentation, then
given 14 months in French oak (40% new). The colour is bright and clear, and there is a
most appealing nature to the blackcurrant and redcurrant fruit; the oak and tannins are
perfectly balanced.”.
Yalumba Octavius
$129.95
Barossa & Eden Valley, NSW & SA - 2008
“The Octavius 2008 is sourced 59% from Barossa Valley Shiraz and 41% from Eden Valley
Shiraz from a number of faithful Yalumba growers. The result is a wine that is dark
crimson red in colour with aromas of concentrated plum, clove, dark coffee and
chocolate. It hits the mouth with ripe plum and blackberry sweetness and finishes long
and stylishly.”.

